Negotiations between the world's two largest trading partners, the European Union (EU) and the United States (US), on a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) have been on-going since July 2013. Anticipating the controversy the agreement has sparked, EU trade policymakers in the European Commission have put considerable effort into discursively framing the agreement on their terms. Drawing on Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models of the agreement's likely impact, the central claim has been that the TTIP promises to deliver much-needed 'growth and jobs' without stretching the public purse at a time of austerity. Our main argument in this paper, drawing on the insights of the economic sociologist Jens Beckert, is that these CGE models -and the figures they have produced -represent an important exercise in the 'management of fictional expectations'.
Our central argument in this paper, drawing on the insights of the economic sociologist Jens Beckert (2013a,b) , is that these CGE models -and the figures they have produced -represent an important exercising in the 'management of fictional expectations'. Beckert's notion of 'fictional expectations' implies that although these models are shrouded in uncertainty, as the social world is too contingent to be modelled in terms of the assumptions of neoclassical economics, they are presented as reliable predictions of future outcomes. We show how the models make overly optimistic predictions about the ability of the EU and US to eliminate regulatory barriers to trade which are unlikely to be realised in the face of considerable political opposition. Rather than act as a reliable guide to future outcomes, we show that these models serve the pro-liberalisation agenda of the European Commission and other advocates of the TTIP, much in the same way as previous studies of NAFTA and the Doha Round (Cypher 1993; Scott and Wilkinson 2012) exaggerated the economic gains from trade liberalisation for political effect. Actors deploying such models are engaged in an exercise of 'managing' fictional expectations by presenting their findings as incontrovertible evidence in favour of the agreement. Moreover, by glossing over the differences in impact that different forms of liberalisation will have in the case of the TTIP -a mutual recognition (hereafter: MR) of standards is more likely to lead to a potential 'downgrading' of standards across the Atlantic than regulatory harmonisation -and focusing simply on the gains of ill-defined regulatory 'liberalisation', the economic studies have been used to disguise the privileging of interests calling for market access gains over those concerned with social and environmental protection.
Our contribution to the literature is thus two-fold. On the one hand, we offer an up-to-date complement to the myriad of studies that have focused on the obstacles to and modalities of transatlantic regulatory cooperation and are only beginning to study the TTIP (see, for example, Pollack 2005; Smith 2009; Pollack and Shaffer 2009 ; on the TTIP see Lester and Barbee 2011) . We also add grist to the mill of accounts which have pointed to the strategic use of economic ideas, such as the notion that the EU has no choice but to liberalise in a globalised economy, to legitimate external trade liberalisation in the EU in the wake of the crisis (Siles-Brügge 2014; De Ville and Orbie 2014) . Against a rising tide of opposition to the TTIP from civil society and some Member States over (amongst other things) the agreement's likely social and environmental impact (De Ville and Siles-Brügge 2014) , the Commission clearly hopes that repeatedly invoking the (supposed) economic benefits of the agreement is likely to serve as an ideational counterweight in much the same way that CGE models strengthened (at least for a time) the discursive armoury of those pushing for liberalisation in the case of NAFTA and the Doha Round.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce Beckert's notion of 'managing fictional expectations' and show how it can be applied to CGE models.
In section 3 we turn to the history of transatlantic economic relations and suggest why past efforts at EU-US regulatory cooperation have struggled to get past anything but limited MR.
In section 4 we turn our attention to the impact assessment study used by the Commission to justify the TTIP negotiations and reveal the Commission's preference for MR as a means to deliver market access gains for EU business interests. In section 5 we then focus on how the impact assessment -and the CGE models on which it relies -papers over the uncertain liberalisation gains of the TTIP and serves to disguise the Commission's MR agenda, with its potentially problematic consequences for levels of social and environmental protection in the EU. We conclude the paper in section 6.
Managing 'fictional expectations': a political economy of Computable General Equilibrium analysis
Within the so-called 'ideational turn' to political economy (for a review, see Bell 2011) , the work of Mark Blyth (2002 Blyth ( , 2010 has been particularly influential. He argues that actors are unable to rationally determine their interests and instead rely on ideas to navigate the treacherously uncertain waters of the social world. While Blyth's work has been taken to be the reference point for an allegedly 'new' stream of 'constructivist IPE' (see Abdelal et al. 2010) , it has its roots in the (slightly) older tradition of the 'new economic sociology' (for a review, see Convert and Heilbron 2005) . Much as the 'ideational turn' in political economy has critiqued rationalist research programmes in political science and their exogenous models of interest-formation, so the 'new economic sociology' has sought to re-assert a sociological understanding of the market in the wake of the rise of neoclassical economics and its atomised view of market relations. More specifically, Blyth draws on the work of the economic sociologist Jens Beckert (1996 Beckert ( , 1997 , who argues that managing and reducing uncertainty is the underlying feature of markets. However, the premise of 'fundamental' or 'radical' uncertainty underpinning such work has been criticised for providing insufficient guidance in determining 'why certain ideas matter' (Siles-Brügge 2014: 34-6; see also Bieler and Morton 2008), or, as Beckert (2013a: 222) recently put it, how actors 'interpret the social situation'. In other words, and to use the metaphor from above, what drives actors to choose one current rather than another when navigating the uncertain waters of the social world?
Beckert's recent solution to this issue is to put forward this idea of 'fictional expectations', or 'imaginaries of future situations that provide orientation in decision-making despite the uncertainty inherent in the situation' (Beckert 2013a: 222 , emphasis in the original). Beckert (2013a: 225-6 ) draws an important analogy here to literary texts: both literature and fictional expectations involve the 'suspension of disbelief' on behalf of the reader/social participant.
That said, in the case of the former this is down to the choice of the reader, who may well take enjoyment from learning about the fictional exploits of Tom Sawyer, while 'fictional expectations' are a coping mechanism for actors facing an uncertain future: 'represent [ing] future events as if they were true, [they] mak[e] actors capable of acting purposefully […] even though this future is indeed unknown, unpredictable, and therefore only pretended in the fictional expectations' (Beckert 2013a: 226 , emphasis in the original). Fictional expectations shape economic decision-making not just by providing a series of static predictions of the future, but more broadly by providing 'a story of how the present will be transformed through several causally linked steps into the depicted future state' (Beckert 2013a: 226) . Focusing on whether such narratives are true or false, however, is missing the point; they are 'necessarily wrong because the future cannot be foreseen' (Beckert 2013a: 226, emphasis in the original). In this vein, fictional expectations 'remain ever fragile because the images can be contested and the actual future development remains open' (Beckert 2013a: 225) .
Of course, 'fictional expectations' -much like Blyth's 'ideas' -are necessary for actors to navigate the inherently uncertain social world. It would be difficult, for example, to imagine a firm without some form of business plan. But they also play a role in the realm of political contestation. As Beckert highlights in a subsequent article, '[a] ctors have different interests regarding prevailing expectations and will therefore try to influence them' (Beckert 2013b: 326) . Our argument here is that the idea of 'managing fictional expectations' can be seen as a useful contribution to the growing literature on the role of 'strategic' or 'communicative' discourse in political economy, whose purpose it is to 'communicate [policy decisions] successfully to the public at large' (Schmidt 2002: 234 ; see also, amongst others, Hay and Rosamond 2002; Watson and Hay 2003; De Ville and Orbie 2014; Siles-Brügge 2014) . Such accounts have, in much the same way as Beckert, emphasised the strategic agency of specific actors deploying particular ideas about the economy to further their ends. Beckert's focus on how such actors conceptualise the future allows us to turn to a specific form of strategic imaginary, namely the economic modelling that is so crucial in shaping economic decisionmaking. As Lorenzo Fioramonti claims in his recent book How Numbers Rule the World (2014: 6), 'numbers have been used and abused in governance processes to entrench the power of markets and undermine public debate'. In this vein, the rest of the section will show how elites can draw on the imaginary provided by economic forecasting. This often takes the form of computable general equilibrium (CGE) modelling.
CGE models take the Arrow-Debreu model of general equilibrium model at the heart of modern neoclassical economics as their starting point (see Arrow and Debreu 1954 ; for a critique see Ackerman and Nadal 2004) . They thus assume the existence of 'macroeconomic general equilibrium links among incomes of various groups, the pattern of demand, the balance of payments and a multisector production structure' (Thissen 1998: 2) . In such a situation there is no excess demand and all markets clear under conditions of perfect competition. As their name suggests, CGE models must also be 'computable', that is, they must involve 'numerical' data and results (Grassini 2007: 317) . Starting with the work of Leif Johansen (1960) , the availability of increasingly powerful computers capable of more sophisticated computations has allowed such models to grow in importance within the economics profession (for a history of CGE modelling, see Dixon and Rimmer 2010). They have become, in this way, particularly influential when it comes to measuring the economic 'welfare' implications of policy decisions, including the effects of trade liberalisation -where the creation of the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) in 1993 was instrumental to the improved quantification of trade policy impacts (Scott 2008: 93) -and the impact of economic decisions on various other domains such as social welfare and the environment/sustainability (see Decanio 2005; Ackerman and Gallagher 2004; George 2010) .
While CGE models have been the subject of some critique, this has generally failed to appreciate their broader political significance (e.g. Taylor and von Armin 2006; Scrieciu 2007;  for exceptions, see Cypher 1993; Scott and Wilkinson 2012) . In contrast, our argument is that the use of CGE modelling should be conceptualised as an important exercise in the management of fictional expectations. CGE models correspond to such expectations in that, while presented as reliable forecasts, they are underpinned by considerable uncertainty. This is first and foremost a product of the simplifying modelling assumptions taken from general equilibrium theory that individuals are rational optimisers and that all markets clear. With respect to the first, this ignores that individuals are often driven by a 'more complex set of values' (Scrieciu 2007: 680) , while there are also often information asymmetries between parties involved in market transactions (see the seminal piece by Akerlof 1970) . General equilibrium conditions, moreover, are unlikely to be met in the real world, where labour and product markets rarely all 'clear' at a given moment in time (Ackerman 2004: 16; Grassini 2007) . Indeed, the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem (one of whose authors was also one of the fathers of general equilibrium theory, Gérard Debreu himself) mathematically demonstrates that (even assuming perfect rationality) it is axiomatically impossible to arrive at a unique equilibrium point in the macroeconomy by scaling up individual market equilibria (Watson 2014: 22-4) . Thus, as one experienced modeller, Clive George, has ultimately noted, '[e]conomic models are limited in what they are capable of modelling, and require many simplifying assumptions and approximations […] This limits the accuracy and reliability of the findings'. Moreover, George highlights how policymakers are willing to accept an extremely high degree of uncertainty: '[i]n some cases, the uncertainty is bigger than the number itself, such that a number predicted to be positive could easily be negative' (George 2010: 25) .
This apparently wanton disregard for the accuracy of the predictions points to how CGE models are used as a political tool. They often generate a headline figure or series of statistics that are likely to be widely quoted by policymakers and politicians in defence of particular policy decisions: the TTIP is a case in point (for a discussion of the role of such models in the public debate around NAFTA, see Cypher 1993 ; for the case of the Doha Round, see Scott and Wilkinson 2012) . However, aside from these widely publicised numbers, CGE models suffer from a remarkable lack of transparency, making them hard to scrutinise by the lay reader (Decanio 2005: 423) . This 'black-box feel' to CGE models (Piermantini and Teh 2005: 10) McKitrick's (1998) categorisation of the information contained within CGE models -'analytical' (relating to underlying assumptions); 'functional' (relating to how the model is specified algebraically) and 'numerical' (relating to the calibration of the models, such as the magnitude of coefficients in the model specification) -we can see how the models themselves privilege certain interpretations of socioeconomic interaction and can thus be used as tools to push a particular political economic agenda. 2 Beginning with their underlying assumptions (i.e. 'analytical' model information), it is clear that these privilege a particular weltanschauung. As a number of critics have noted, the Arrow-Debreu model of general equilibrium appears to be agnostic on the question of equity privileging the Pareto optimality and efficiency that results from supposedly perfectly competitive markets in equilibrium (Ackerman 2004; DeCanio 2005: 420-1) . This finds its way into the writing of CGE modellers. Böhringer and Löschel (2006: 50) , in a key piece advocating the use of such techniques to measure the environmental impact of economic policy decisions, note that 'the decisions how to resolve potential trade-offs [between equity and efficiency] must be taken on the basis of societal values and political decisions'. No calculations can, however, be mustered for such assessments, privileging the notion of economic efficiency, for which economic models can be rallied. To refer again to Fioramonti (2014: 9) , '[m] arkets […] are more malleable to measurement' than 'social relations and the natural world'. In a similar vein, CGE models are also largely static: they measure the difference between two equilibrium points (at t1 and t2) without considering the mechanism of adjustment between them (George 2010: 24-5) . Much like its microeconomic foundations, this static bias downplays the significance of broader intervening environmental and social adjustment processes and reifies the idealised 'general equilibrium' outcome of smoothly operating competitive markets that generate Pareto efficient outcomes (Scrieciu 2007: 681-2) . Such problems are underscored by the form that CGE models often take (in other words, by the 'functional' information they contain). There is a preference amongst certain CGE modellers for a 'consistent' approach to modelling social and environmental 'costs' within a 'single integrated […] framework [where] data and functional relationships from other models must be condensed and synthesised in a way compatible to the structure of the core model', rather than a 'soft-link' approach where multiple models are run simultaneously (Böhringer and Löschel 2006: 59-60 ; see also Kemfert 2002; Hanson and Leitner 2004) . Given that such models are presented as powerful predictors of future developments (see above), their parsimony, a product of the simplifying assumptions of general equilibrium theory, requires that other measures/models be adapted to their strictures. Much as Ben Fine (1999) writes of a 'colonisation' of the social sciences by economics, here we can speak of an absorption of alternative forms of modelling -such as the more multi-faceted Sustainability Impact Assessment (SIA) methodology developed by Colin Kirkpatrick et al. (1999) which includes not only econometric modelling but also case study and causal chain analysis -by the increasingly widespread CGE. This works within the static, microeconomic framework noted above, amplifying the bias towards seeing social and environmental issues in terms of economic 'trade-offs'.
This brings us to the final way in which CGE models introduce biases. As highlighted by McKitrick (1998) , the degree to which both functional form but also parameter values (i.e.
'numerical' information) can influence the results of CGE models raises important concerns for the validity of CGE modelling. This puts considerable power into the hands of the researcher. For example, if they posit a positive relationship between economic growth and poverty reduction then this can be emphasised in particular models through the use of generous parameters for the growth elasticity of poverty (Scrieciu 2007: 681) , or by including certain measures of poverty reduction (e.g. income per capita) rather than others (e.g. Declaration, committing to cooperation on economic, cultural and security issues. While the content has been described as 'minimalist' (Peterson 1996) , the declaration established an institutional framework for meetings at different levels. The results soon proved disappointing, due to a lack of interest by Member States, especially France (Steffenson 2005: 34) and because the Commission was anxious to preserve the EU's own identity before embarking on transatlantic cooperation (Featherstone and Ginsberg 1996: 32) .
However, a number of dramatic events both outside and within the economic sphereincluding the Gulf and Bosnian Wars, a series of transatlantic disputes during the Uruguay Round of global trade talks and looming trade wars on (amongst others) bananas, beef and aircraft -convinced Atlanticists that a more effective partnership was needed. Realising that a Transatlantic Free Trade Area (TAFTA) would be too sensitive (Steffenson 2005: 36) , in substantive outcomes of the NTA were mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) for six sectors, 3 which were signed in 1997. These did not go as far as real or 'enhanced' MR, defined as the reciprocal and simultaneous acceptance of the counterpart's regulatory system (Nicolaïdis 1996) , but were limited to the elimination of duplicate certification procedures (for more on this, see below). These 'traditional' MRAs notwithstanding, there was disappointment with the level of achievements in the economic chapter of the NTA.
Therefore, in 1998 Leon Brittan (the EU's Trade Commissioner) sought to inject new momentum with a proposal for a New Transatlantic Marketplace that would remove tariffs as well as non-tariff barriers, establish a transatlantic market for services, government procurement and investment and develop new rules for intellectual property rights (Pollack and Shaffer 2001:16) . However, this was again blocked by Member States, once more led by France, in the Council of Ministers. Consequently, with Atlanticists eager to deliver something, a less ambitious and vaguer 'Transatlantic Economic Partnership' was agreed in 1998. This tried to build the transatlantic market more incrementally, mainly by further reducing regulatory barriers in a number of new goods sectors, including full equivalence agreements for marine safety, as well as by extending MRAs to services. However, it soon turned out that both negotiations on new sectors as well as the implementation of the early MRAs were stalled (Pollack and Shaffer 2001: 298) . The EU and the US have since tried to reinvigorate this process of regulatory cooperation many times in the 2000s but this has so far only led to very limited results. 4 While structural changes in the global political economy and in EU-US economic relations made cooperation more likely during the 2000s, attempts to achieve this have failed to produce substantial results on repeated occasions (Smith 2009 ). According to one of the most established observers of transatlantic economic cooperation, the reasons for this are persistent cultural, administrative and political differences across both parties' regulatory systems, leading him (in the mid-2000s) to the pessimistic prediction that '[a] legally binding treaty or a fully-fledged transatlantic free trade agreement [...] are unlikely to be realized in the near future in the face of difficult domestic ratification requirements and predictable domestic opposition on both sides of the Atlantic' (Pollack 2005: 916 ; see also Peterson et al. 2005: 76) . In sum, the EU and the US have for two decades tried in vain to establish a transatlantic market built on regulatory cooperation. To grasp the political difficulties of regulatory cooperation that can also be expected in the TTIP, it is essential to look into the different modes of regulatory cooperation which have been behind these past difficulties.
Understanding different modes of regulatory cooperation
We begin by discussing the differences between MR and harmonisation. Broadly, MR can be defined as 'creating conditions under which participating parties commit to the principle that if a product or a service can be sold lawfully in one jurisdiction, it can be sold lawfully in any other participating jurisdiction' (Nicolaïdis and Shaffer 2005: 264) . As a trading rule managing regulatory divergence, MR is very different from 'national treatment', which 'provides that a host state is only prohibited from applying discriminatory standards to foreign products and services, and is otherwise free to set the standards that it deems appropriate' (Nicolaïdis and Shaffer 2005: 269) . When the national treatment principle prevails, regulatory diversity is simply left untouched and no convergence mechanism is attempted. Somewhere in the middle lies harmonisation, 'where diversity is overcome by finding a common denominator' (Schmidt 2007: 261) by adopting identical regulatory obligations ex ante.
These approaches differ fundamentally in the way they let politics prevail above the market.
With national treatment (no regulatory cooperation), one has the primacy of (national) politics, while with MR, there is primacy of the market. With harmonisation, political governance of the market is reinstated at the supranational level. As a result, Trachtman (2007: 783) argues that '[mutual] recognition is by its nature purely deregulatory' (see also Grahl and Teague 1990) . As a result, he notes that MR is only desirable when accompanied by essential harmonisation, i.e. an agreed applicable minimum standard, as within the EU's Single Market. Above this threshold, MR applies as states may still apply higher standards to their own suppliers but not to ones of the partner country. According to Trachtman, regulatory competition will, however, bring about convergence towards the agreed For the more limited scenarios, the hypothesised gains from liberalisation were very small. 7 In the case of the comprehensive scenarios, however, the gains became more substantial. In 
[insert Figure 1 about here]
How is this primary objective of eliminating NTBs to be achieved? Interestingly, the Commission's thinly veiled preference is for a MR of standards rather than the more extensive harmonisation of regulations. In general, the Commission leaves the mode of regulatory convergence that will be pursued unspecified but on a number of occasions, a telling hint is given. In order to appreciate this, we turn to the largest sectoral beneficiary of the deal (motor vehicles) and the sector most negatively affected, electrical machinery. 8 In both of these cases, the Commission is acknowledging that a strategy of pursuing MR may indeed be both more feasible and desirable than comprehensive regulatory harmonisation.
Oddly enough, this is most obvious in the Impact Assessment when the Commission discusses the case of the 'losing' electrical machinery sector. Here, it concludes that 'the model reveals that regulatory alignment is harmful to EU industry because third countries would also benefit from the bilateral liberalisation in light of their comparative advantages' (European Commission 2013a: 41). The report then seeks to assuage the fears of the sector by stating that for this sector such negative spillover effects should not be of concern because 'the expected approach to be followed in the negotiations with the US would focus on regulatory coherence and a degree of mutual recognition between the EU and the US standards' (European Commission 2013a: 41, emphasis added). The Commission is thus directly acknowledging that the mode of regulatory convergence that will be followed particularly (but not necessarily only) in this sector will be MR and not the harmonisation approach, because it is less harmful for the sector. A similar logic is reiterated in the case of the motor vehicle sector, the largest beneficiary of an ambitious comprehensive agreement.
Buried in a footnote, the Commission again notes that 'it can reasonably be assumed that in reality the outcome of negotiations on the NTMs in certain sectors would rather result in bilateral than in erga omnes recognition of safety standards which are also of particular relevant [sic] for the motor vehicles sector [...] [in that case] the positive effect on output in the car sector could eventually be even bigger' (European Commission 2013a: 43). In other words, not is there more likely be MR rather than harmonisation, but this MR may well be bilateral and thus limited to the TTIP parties, rather than benefit all exporters to the EU and US (the latter is the case in the EU's Single Market; see House of Lords 2013: 25).
What comes out of this discussion is that bilateral MR is preferable for the Commission because it actually results in more gains and fewer losses for certain EU exporters and EU import-competitors, regardless of the overall positive contribution that spillover effects make to EU output (see above). In the following section, we turn to show how the CGE models underpinning the Commission's impact assessment of the TTIP not only disguise the considerable uncertainties that surround the feasibility and mode of eliminating trade barriers across the Atlantic (which the Commission's Impact Assessment hints at), but also illustrate how they allow it to downplay the negative consequences of MR.
The biases of CGE modelling in the case of the TTIP: the dangers of conflating mutual recognition with harmonisation
Turning to the first of these issues, our argument is that the CGE models and the impact assessment, by failing to explicitly resolve the ambiguity between modes of liberalisation, obscure the uncertainty surrounding the TTIP's economic impact and exaggerate its potential benefits. In the studies on which the European Commission bases its optimistic expectations about the economic consequences of the TTIP, predictions about the extent to which 'regulatory divergence can be eliminated ' or 'reduced' are central (e.g. ECORYS 2009: xiii) . However, it is never specified how this will be achieved. The ECORYS Study explicitly states that 'the word "reduction" is used as an overall catch-phrase for possible approaches to address regulatory divergence and NTMs, like for example recognition of equivalence, MRAs, harmonisation of rules, common international standards development ' (2009: 15) .
However, while it is convenient for modellers to conceive of these approaches as equivalent, and simply use a percentage of the regulatory differences that are expected to be reduced as a parameter for the model, they are in fact all but the same. This is most obvious if we return to the issue of the prophesised 'spillover' gains from the TTIP. Whether the EU and the US will harmonise or mutually recognise each others' standards has considerable bearing on the degree to which other countries will find it easier to export to the EU and US (direct spillover effects) and whether they adopt common EU-US standards (indirect spillovers). In the case of MR, the incentives to undertake the latter are considerably reduced as no single transatlantic regulatory space would be created. As the Commission seems to prefer bilateral MR (which would restrict MR to producers from either of the TTIP partners) over erga omnes harmonisation, it may well be that only suppliers based in the EU or the US will have the advantage of having to meet only the standards on one side of the Atlantic, while third country firms will still have to comply with two different standards (see Rollo et al. 2013) . Obscuring the different impact of regulatory harmonisation and MR (and even the difference between erga omnes and bilateral MR) and instead treating them as having very similar effects, is symptomatic of the fact that such studies allow the Commission and others to exaggerate the impact of liberalisation.
Moreover, this consciously ignores the very important political obstacles that may exist in the way of achieving the prophesised level of liberalisation.
To see this last point, we need to consider the question of the feasibility of reducing nontariff barriers to trade. The ambitious scenario in the impact assessment assumes that 25 per cent of all NTMs will be reduced. As only half of NTMs are actionable (European Commission 2013a: 6-7) -using a very generous interpretation of the term, which assumes that all barriers that theoretically could be addressed through policy measures are 'actionable' 9 -this would mean that 50 per cent of all trade barriers that can be affected by policy would effectively be eliminated. Keeping in mind the lack of success in earlier attempts at regulatory cooperation between the EU and the US (see section 3), this seems like a very ambitious (and unrealistic) goal (see also Raza et al. 2014: vii-viii sectors that are central to achieve significant economic benefits are not ready for regulatory convergence, something that the Commission has quietly admitted in the impact assessment (see above) but is not recognised in the projections that are used to promote the TTIP.
Underlying these wildly optimistic numbers are some hefty CGE modelling biases. Of greatest relevance here is what we referred to above as the 'numerical' bias of such models, i.e. those relating to the calibration of the model that result from the fact that the selection of data is in the hands of the researcher. To see this we turn to a critical study of the CEPR and ECORYS models of the TTIP commissioned by the European United Left/Nordic Green Left grouping in the European Parliament (EP) (commonly referred to as the 'Left Group'). In this, Raza et al. (2014) have pointed to the fact that it is not only the political feasibility of the level of regulatory convergence that should be questioned, but also, more specifically, the estimations of the percentage of NTBs that are actionable and the trade-restrictiveness of these NTBs. These latter two estimations are mainly based on firms' perceptions of both NTB restrictiveness and the feasibility of removing them through an FTA (referred to as 'actionability'). As the authors of this critical study note, these business representatives can be suspected to 'exhibit a tendency to overestimate actionability. Thus, the determination of actionability is basically a more or less sophisticated guess of a group of persons with vested interests' (Raza et al. 2014: 21) . In the same way, business leaders might have a tendency to overestimate the business costs of non-tariff barriers. This questionable methodology used to generate input parameters for the CGE is not without consequences: the higher both indices, the larger the economic gains that the model will predict.
In sum, we have shown the considerable uncertainty regarding the projected benefits that the Commission's CGE models of the TTIP simply paper over. These uncertainties relate to the assumptions made within the CGE models, such as about the actionability of NTBs and the gains from removing them, but also to the political feasibility of regulatory convergence.
As we have shown, estimating this political feasibility as high and across the board is necessary to arrive at the optimistic estimations. But to make this seem plausible, the precise mode of convergence has been left mostly unspecified. Indeed, by treating various forms of MR and harmonisation as all equivalent, the models manage to generate exaggerated projections of the benefits of the agreement by ignoring the contentious politics of liberalisation. In the next sub-section we turn to look at how, at a deeper level, such models also serve to disguise the broader implications, beyond the trade sphere, of the Commission's MR agenda.
Disguising the mutual recognition agenda and its broader implications
Different modes of regulatory convergence do not only differ in terms of their economic effects. They also differ significantly in their effects on third countries (as we have shown above) and on the level of regulation. The CGE modelling also allows the Commission to paper over these important differences. In this way, the increase in economic efficiency by way of eliminating or reducing 'non-tariff barriers' can be measured without taking into account the effects of the chosen method on other policy objectives. As one of the studies states itself, it 'does not judge whether a specific NTM is right or wrong or whether one system of regulation is better than the other. Instead the study focuses on identifying divergences in regulatory systems that cause additional costs or limit market access for foreign firms' (ECORYS 2009: xxxv) . Indeed, even just conceiving of regulations as 'nontariff barriers' reduces them to mere economic parameters. As we demonstrated above, the Commission itself thinks that bilateral MR (rather than harmonisation) is the most probable approach that will be taken in the TTIP. While this might be beneficial for transatlantic firms, in that it allows them to choose one of the regulatory regimes and export freely to the other entity, it may have a number of negative consequences in other, non-economic aspects.
As we explained, bilateral MR without minimum harmonisation may lead to a 'race-to-thebottom' in standards. The CGE model, by disguising the desired approach to regulatory convergence, thus obscures potentially difficult political choices, and allows the Commission to portray the regulatory differences in pure economic terms as 'non-tariff barriers' that can be reduced by half.
This points to the broader 'analytical' and 'functional' 'biases' we highlighted earlier in our theoretical critique on CGE modelling. These result, respectively, from their general equilibrium modelling framework and propensity to model social and environmental costs within a single integrated framework. In this case, quite strikingly -and as the critical study of the TTIP impact assessments cited above finds -modelling such costs 'ha[s] been neglected' entirely in the existing econometric studies of the agreement (Raza et al. 2014: vi) .
The propensity for such models to downplay non-economic costs and long-term macroeconomic and social adjustment processes resulting from trade liberalisation (which results from CGE's 'analytical' and 'functional' biases) is thus heightened, in line with the role of such modelling in the management of fictional expectations.
Indeed, the Left Group's study of the TTIP modelling reveals that this overlooks the costs that may result from macroeconomic adjustment, including changes in the balance of the current account; losses of tariff revenue and the displacement of workers (which the CEPR study, following general equilibrium assumptions, claims will be temporary) (Raza et al. 2014: v-vi would imply greater 'information costs for consumers', who would now face 'a more complex and potentially less transparent multiplicity of permissible standards'. Thirdly, and most importantly, 'the elimination of NTMs will result in a potential welfare loss to society, in so far as this elimination threatens public policy goals (e.g. consumer safety, public health, environmental safety)' that are not addressed by other measures (Raza et al. 2014: vi) . This is underscored by the possible inclusion of investor-state-dispute settlement (ISDS) provisions in the TTIP, which would allow firms to take national governments to private arbitration tribunals for supposed violations of the agreement. 12 Aside from the costs this might entail in terms of the possible compensation payments mandated by such tribunals, it could also constrain regulators fearing the initiation of litigation (Raza et al. 2014: vii) .
Of course, saying there is a 'potential' for the TTIP to have such an effect is not the same as saying it will have this effect. To their credit, the authors of this study are very intellectually honest in underlining that their findings with respect to the social costs of the agreement are 'subject to considerable uncertainty' (Raza et al. 2014: iv, vii 
Conclusions
This paper has critically reviewed the econometric studies contracted by the European Commission to assess the economic consequences of the TTIP. It is on the back of these studies that the European Commission has built its communication strategy to promote the TTIP, trumpeting the 0.5 per cent extra GDP growth or 545€ additional purchasing power per average (EU) household. We have shown that these impact assessments should be seen as an exercise in 'managing fictional expectations' to convince the public and particular stakeholders of the desirability of a transatlantic market. When looking into the details of these forecasts, it becomes clear that they are not only based on very questionable assumptions (about, for example, the 'actionability' of regulatory differences and their traderestrictiveness), but that these models have papered over many difficult, politically sensitive decisions. These mean that the large economic gains that have been touted are unlikely to be realised and that the TTIP may well negatively affect regulatory protection in the EU. Our analysis has also suggested that the TTIP's approach to regulatory convergence may also fail to improve market conditions for third countries, as the Commission's narrative about the agreement's role in establishing 'global standards' suggests (see European Commission 2013a: 31, 45; De Gucht 2014).
Besides offering a critical review of the likely impact of the TTIP, our paper adds to the political economy literature in at least two ways. Firstly, we show how impact analyses based on assumption-sensitive CGE models might serve policy-makers by allowing them to manage expectations, obscuring difficult detailed decisions that will have to be made during negotiations as well as potential negative effects for some groups. In this way, they can tailor their messages to specific audiences. For TTIP, the Commission was able to emphasise 'growth and jobs', while obscuring the potentially deregulatory consequences of MR in the social and environmental field. Thus, in line with the 'ideational turn' in political economy, we argue that it is not objective consequences of trade agreements as such (which simply cannot be known for certain a priori), but the management of expectations about their effects, which affects the support for and opposition to the launch, conduct and conclusion of free trade negotiations. Secondly, this paper adds to the literature on the different characteristics and effects of various modes of regulatory convergence in a transatlantic context (which has only begun to study the TTIP). In this vein, we have considered the different impact of harmonisation as opposed to MR (both bilateral and erga omnes). Bertelsmann and IFO 2013) , in this paper we focus on the two aforementioned studies at the centre of the Commission's information campaign. Indeed, the Commission explicitly justified its reliance on these by stating that they were at the 'mid-range of most other studies' and thus represented 'conservative' estimates (European Commission 2013c: 3) 2 We should stress, at this stage, that while we draw on literature that is critical of CGE modelling, our aim is to not to engage in a detailed economic critique of such models or generate alternative figures.
Rather, we suggest that they generate 'fictional expectations' -i.e. ones underpinned by considerable uncertainty, as noted above -containing particular biases; in other words, they represent an exercise in the 'management of fictional expectations', regardless of the accuracy of their predictions. As Beckert (2013a: 226 , emphasis in the original) notes they are 'necessarily wrong because the future cannot be foreseen' in an inherently uncertain social world.
and US Secretaries, including the US Trade Representative (USTR), and thus sought to bring new high-level political ownership to the process (Lütz 2011: vii-ix) . 5 The wording is even clearer with regard to the US in that 'no more "traditional" type 8 The motor vehicle industry accounts for 43 per cent of the projected export increases from the TTIP for the EU and would see its overall output increase by 1.54 per cent in the ambitious scenariowhile the electrical machinery sector is expected to have output contract by 7.28 per cent, or more than any other of the sectors considered.
9 As stated in the Impact Assessment Report: '[an] NTM was considered 'actionable' only when it is within the reach of policy to eliminate it or to find remedies for reducing its negative effect on trade.
In some cases this is not possible. For example, barriers to market access that are associated with differences in consumer preferences are unlikely to be lifted by policy intervention' (European Commission 2013a: 6-7).
10 Indeed, even the impact assessment itself anticipates a more modest agreement by highlighting that '[i]n order to be able to adapt to future evolutions, an ambitious agreement with regard to regulatory coherence would have to be of a "living nature". Regulatory obstacles to trade that cannot be eliminated or reduced in a first phase should continue to be discussed under clear time lines
following an institutionalised mechanism' (European Commission 2013a: 28).
electromagnetic compatibility, electrical safety, recreational craft, pharmaceuticals) both the US Food 
